LiDA Colloquium Series

KICK-OFF SESSION

Sharing & Networking about Current LiDA Initiatives

Thursday, September 19, 3:00-4:30 pm in LeChase 215

Welcome and welcome back! A key goal of our Center for Learning in the Digital Age (LiDA) is to foster collaboration and synergy among educators engaging in initiatives that leverage digital technologies. In this spirit, we have dedicated the first event of each year to sharing what we are all doing related to LiDA – and make connections that will be mutually beneficial.

**Come and share about your own LiDA-related projects and interests** – or, if you prefer, just come to listen and network.

If you plan to share, please send us ONE PPT slide no later than Monday Sept. 16 with the following information:
- Your photo (so interested participants can connect with you in the networking session)
- Your name and position
- Your key interests in LiDA
- LiDA projects you are currently engaged in.

Want to increase the networking potential of this event?

**Check out in advance the following sections of our new website** at [https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/](https://www.rochester.edu/warner/lida/):

- **ABOUT-LIDA Community**: Read the profiles of the members of our LiDA community
- **SHARED RESOURCES-Projects**: Learn about specific initiatives currently taking place in the LiDA community
- **SHARED RESOURCES-Works**: Check out the products that have been shared.

Also consider contributing to those sections by using the online forms provided on the website.

*Whether you are planning to share or not, we look forward to seeing you on September 19!*

**Reminder of forthcoming Fall 2019 LiDA Series events:**
- Oct. 3: *How Are Disruptive Technologies Affecting Higher Education?*
- Nov. 21: *How Are Digital Technologies Redefining the Goals of K-16 Education?*